HEADER = UNIT WIDTH - 1 1/2 +/- WALL CONDITION

HEADER MOUNT HOLE = UNIT HEIGHT - 1/2

UNIT HEIGHT = ROLLER HEIGHT + 2.75" (MAX=36"

UNIT HEIGHT WITH ROLLERS = UNIT HEIGHT + 2 1/8"

UNIT WIDTH = DOOR OPENING WIDTH

UNIT WIDTH = PANEL GLASS HEIGHT - 4 5/16"

UNIT WIDTH = DOOR GLASS + 1 1/2"

DOOR GLASS = UNIT WIDTH/2 + 2 1/4"

DOOR GLASS = PANEL GLASS - 4 5/16"

DOOR GLASS = PANEL GLASS + 1 1/2"

GAP 3/16" GAP 7/16" GAP 5/16" GAP 3/16"

HEADER & U-CHANNEL (OVERALL DIMENSIONS):

1. HEADER = UNIT WIDTH - 1 1/2 +/- WALL CONDITION
2. CURB U-CHANNEL = UNIT WIDTH +/- WALL CONDITION
3. WALL U-CHANNEL HEIGHT = UNIT HEIGHT - 2 3/4"
4. FILLER = DOOR GLASS (ACTUAL SIZE DETERMINED AFTER PANEL GLASS INSTALLED)

UNIT:

ROLH-935

UNIT HEIGHT
ROLH-935 72" to 80"

UNIT WIDTH
ROLH-935 45" to 96"

DOOR GLASS WIDTH
ROLH-935 24 3/4" to 36"